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Are You Getting the Complete
Package from Your Workforce
Management Solutions?
True workforce management happens when
all the key activities required to maintain a
productive workforce integrate seamlessly into
one package. In this eBook, chapter by chapter,
you’ll learn what robust workforce management
looks like, and we’ll show you how the TCP
workforce management suite, powered by
TimeClock Plus software, does just this.
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Chapter

1
TI ME & AT T E N D A NC E

The Core of
Workforce
Management
for Healthcare
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Technology is Vital to
Robust Time & Attendance
Finding a time and attendance solution is often the first step when a

robust, integrated solutions are key to true workforce management, time and

healthcare center wants to level up their workforce management approach.

attendance remains at the core of it all. Determining how your staff clocks in

Maybe you – or your employees – are tired of manual timecards, or you’re

and out, when they work, and what functions they perform while at work are all

finding it tough to get accurate reporting. Or maybe it’s a leadership desire to

key elements of optimizing your workforce.

work smarter, not harder. Whatever the reason, time and attendance is where
the journey begins when it comes to using the power of technology for better

Time and attendance is also at the top of the list as an essential part of HR

workforce management.

technology. It’s one of the ways HR needs to meet its core contract with
employees, according to George LaRocque, founder of the HR technology

It is not just large health networks that take advantage of a digital workforce

research and advisory firm HR Wins.

management solution. Small independent or community hospitals, long-term
care and behavioral health facilities, dental offices and veterinary practices can

“For many small functions, [adopting automation] means looking first at

all benefit from going digital.

payroll, benefits, and time and attendance technologies. I’ve surveyed
thousands of small businesses, and executives usually see the biggest ROI in

However, healthcare providers have unique requirements and cannot afford

those technologies because they want to see costs associated with those areas

to invest in a one-size-fits-all solution. Requirements such as census-based

contained, measured, and managed,” LaRocque told the Society for Human

and acuity-based scheduling; a mix of full-time, part-time staff, volunteers

Resource Management (SHRM).

and agency workers; a need for custom repeating scheduling patterns and
rotations; and payroll-based journaling (PBJ) to name just a few.

The COVID-19 pandemic required an “all hands on deck” approach. It
also brought to light the risk of employee burnout. With accurate, real-time

Workforce management is an organizational process that includes all the

information on when the staff is clocking in and out, managers can plan the

activities required to maintain a productive workforce, including managing

next schedule with a clear understanding of how long each staff member

mobile or remote employees, volunteers or agency staff, employee

worked and still adhere to staffing policies like census-based and acuity-based

scheduling, leave management and document management. Thanks to

scheduling. Armed with that information, there’s a better chance they’ll provide

technology, workforce management now incorporates tools and software

their staff with enough time between shifts to recover and avoid repeatedly

that support managers, department heads, supervisors and staff. While

assigning night, weekend, and holiday shifts to the same employees.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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How Time and Attendance
Can Enhance Your Overall
Workforce Management
As the intersection of time and attendance with workforce management
continues to deepen, it’s essential for organizations to have a system that
supports workforce strategies now and for the long term. This key component
is no longer just about tracking time, it’s now essential to improving employee
engagement and key to what you need to improve patient and operational
outcomes.
There are many ways time and attendance can support and enhance your
workforce management. Three of the primary ways are with automation,
increased employee engagement, and improved business decisions.

•

Automation

•

Increased Employee Engagement

•

Improved Business Decisions

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Automation Reduces Errors
and Frustration

Self-Service Options
Empower Employees

Automating your time and attendance system reduces the outdated

In addition to accurate payroll deposits in their bank, employees also

and sometimes frustrating manual process that administrators, staff, and

appreciate the visibility of time and attendance systems. With the right

management must do to keep their records accurate. When you’re relying on

platform, employees can access their data and see the same information

pen and paper, spreadsheets, or other manual processes to track hours for

as their manager (accruals, messages, requests). This type of transparency

a hybrid workforce with different positions, skills, and certifications, there are

creates opportunities to fix issues and builds trust between employees

many opportunities for errors. Automation reduces the chances for human

and their managers. According to Gartner, 31% of CHROs say employee

error, which can save time and money.

experience will remain a top priority in 2021.

Today’s workforce is accustomed to using technology in nearly every part of

Employees and managers, as well as HR and Payroll teams, appreciate the

their lives, and work is no exception. They expect their employers to have

self-service functions modern time and attendance systems offer. Self-service

efficient and accurate workforce management technology in place. Whether

features provide employees more access to their data and help streamline

it is clocking in and out or having more control over their schedules, hours, or

communication between employees and managers for time approvals,

PTO, employees want visibility into their work records.

requests for paid time off (PTO), and even scheduling. Your staff always has
access up-to-date schedule information and even shift reminders. They can

In fact, NOT having an automated time and attendance system to help

also pick up and trade shifts and submit leave and availability requests on

ensure accurate payroll could be problematic when it comes to attracting

their own.

and retaining talent. HR Dive reports that nearly 55% of members of the
U.S. workforce are impacted by payroll problems. That means trouble for

Keeping time-related communications in one system helps managers and

employers. After experiencing just two payroll issues, almost half of all workers

employees efficiently manage requests, approvals and attendance issues.

will look for a new job.

The two-way messaging in self-service allows employees to read and review
manager messages when they perform a clock operation versus digging
through their inbox for an email they received weeks ago. Similarly, it’s easier
for managers to manage and track all time-related questions and issues for

55%

U.S. workforce members impacted
by payroll problems
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Data Informs and Improves Workforce
Decisions, Driving Better Patient Outcomes
Time and attendance data informs every aspect of workforce management.

“All this data is an ever-expanding mountain of gold, waiting to be mined

Reporting pulls information from time and attendance, leave management

and transferred into new, profound capabilities that will help us become

administration relies on the integration with time and attendance, scheduling

more adept at predicting the future. Fundamentally, this capability transforms

is useless if you don’t actually track what hours people work, and payroll uses

organizations from reactive environments -- being managed by static and

calculations based on the records from time and attendance.

aged data -- to automated continuous learning environments in real-time.”

For organizations that manually process time worked and staff schedules, it’s
hard to achieve efficient and effective workforce management because time
and attendance information isn’t readily available and is not reliable. Without
HR tech for time and attendance, errors and issues typically come to light at
the end of a pay period – when hours are tabulated and reviewed. Or even
worse, a time tracking error may become apparent only after you run payroll,
requiring additional time and effort to correct. As for building your workforce

“Our ability to collect and analyze data is
evolving at an exponential rate.”
Forbes
The Value of Real-Time Data Analytics

management capabilities on time and attendance actions, that becomes next
to impossible without technology in place.
But payroll and HR don’t need to suffer through these time-related issues.
Today’s technology can put real-time data at your fingertips, making time and
attendance relatively seamless and providing opportunities to leverage other
workforce management capabilities that will help increase patient satisfaction.
“Our ability to collect and analyze data is evolving at an exponential rate.
We collect vast quantities of data every second and are only beginning to
understand the true potential impact it can have on our businesses,” states a
recent Forbes article.
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Data Informs and Improves Workforce Decisions,
Driving Better Patient Outcomes
Indeed, with access to real-time data and reporting features, department
heads and managers can make better- informed decisions quickly. For
example, the data related to time and attendance can help:

•

Accelerate the scheduling process by optimizing shift patterns to create
round-the-clock repeating schedules in advance.

•

Track employee skills and track certifications ensuring shifts are assigned
to the right person.

•

Track overtime on a daily, weekly and monthly basis, as well as paid and
unpaid breaks saving you from overtime errors many organizations make.

Modern time and attendance software plays a vital role in helping HR and
organizational leaders stay on top of goals and KPIs.

3%

Average daily workforce absentee
rate in 2019
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Eight Features That
Set TCP’s Time &
Attendance Apart
Some of the healthcare centers we encounter, even those using an
“electronic” timekeeping system, typically supplement time collection gaps
by relying on manual or paper-based timesheets, email, and even “sticky
notes” to manage staff time and attendance. Other organizations believe that
adding purpose-built time collection options to their time management will
resolve any issues they’re experiencing.
Based on our experience, we know that a robust time and attendance
platform can and should include capabilities that will improve overall
operations, from staff punch to payroll. TCP’s workforce management solution
is built on experience and a robust time and attendance foundation. That
foundation is at the core of how we help organizations become more effective
in managing their workforce.
It may be tempting to think of time and attendance as “just clocking in and
out.” But the right system offers employers so much more than just a time
clock.
Here are eight important ways TCP sets itself apart from other providers:

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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1

Multiple methods to
collect time

Each organization needs to collect employees’ time worked in a feasible
manner for the job, location, or facility and practice need. TCP has a
configurable, customizable time clock that can have up to five attachments or
methods by which an employer can collect time.
Based on your unique needs, TCP can collect time via thermal sensors,
fingerprint scanners, and badge-readers. We also offer a hand scanner clock,
a USB option for a fingerprint scanner, a mobile app, and a browser-based
time clock option. All employee-facing interfaces are WCAG compliant and
meet critical accessibility standards. We have yet to hear of any competitor
that offers so many customizable methods for time collection.

2

Flexible job tracking options

We realize that your staff wears many hats. And some of them may take on
distinct roles that require different levels of skill and certifications. That’s why
TCP enables you to track up to six layers of labor. Employees can have as
many job and cost codes as necessary on their profile, and they can switch
between those codes at any point.
This ability to accurately track jobs and roles enhances the precision of labor
tracking. That flexibility in code selection creates a snowball effect of benefits
that includes reporting, analytics, and improved day-to-day workforce
management. Many of our competitors cannot match the flexibility of tracking
that we offer.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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3

Numerous options for labor
and OT calculations

Many organizations lose money and waste valuable time around labor and
OT calculations. TCP provides numerous options that remove that risk of
wasted time entering calculations and fixing related errors. We offer flexible
pay periods, shift differential, and adjustable work weeks — by employee or
department. For OT calculations, TCP includes 12 different threshold types:
weekly, biweekly, daily, and others.
To address time and attendance needs that come up regularly, we have
calculations in place to address such things as comp time and weighted
overtime. Advanced overtime settings are also in place for situations such as
when an employee works on a holiday. None of our competitors can match
the breadth or configurability of the calculation options that TCP offers. We
understand that to help our customers save time and money, it’s essential to
make calculations as dynamic and configurable as possible.

4

Dynamic accrual set-up

As you work on managing PTO and other forms of leave, it’s important
to have the ability to configure accruals in a way that matches your
attendance policies. TCP provides some of the most flexible configuration
capabilities in the industry.
Based on your needs, you can configure flexible posting periods, as well
as accruals that distribute based on hours worked, or based on a flat rate.
TCP also allows for negative balance limits, configurable caps and resets,
and all settings can be adjusted on a master, departmental, or individual
employee level.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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5

Expansive configurability

6

Extensive exception options
and an interactive view

The risk of capturing data that is inaccurate or not useful for your organization

Exceptions are an important element in time and attendance tracking. They

can severely impact both your HR strategy and the larger organization. TCP

show anomalies in the hours an employee works. Whether it’s shift exceptions,

is designed to offer as many configurable options as possible, including

overtime comp time, a short or long break, missed punches, or nearly 30 other

calculations, employee set-up, and employee interaction capabilities.

exceptions, TCP helps organizations efficiently track the data they need to
optimize their employees’ time.

Our platform can adjust to most configuration needs. We’re also not limited
to one configuration – we can make changes on a level that applies to the

Thanks to notifications and settings in TCP, managers can be notified of

organization, a department, an employee, or even individual timesheet

exceptions, view those irregularities, and take any necessary action. In our

segments. This level of configuration is unique to TCP.

platform, there’s no need to run a report to verify; these exceptions are
available on-screen and in real-time. This interactive view of hours also enables
managers to view exceptions and make the changes as needed.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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7

Employee health screening

8

Payroll Based Journaling (PBJ)

Health screening is important in a healthcare facility. You need to maintain

All healthcare providers must provide quarterly data that contains vital

a certain level of confidence your staff is healthy enough to interact with

information regarding staff and patients that ensure proper care is being

patients. For some providers, the CDC requires screening to be tracked and

provided. For many organizations, Payroll Based Journaling is tedious, time

reported.

consuming and high risk.

Our thermal sensor and the ability to ask questions on clock operation not

TimeClock Plus has a PBJ module that can export to major payroll providers,

only create a safe environment for healthcare facilities and providers, but the

making the process automated and removing potentially error-prone manual

stored data means it can be reported on if an audit is ever required.

work.
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Integrations Level Up Your
Workforce Management
At TCP, we believe robust time and attendance solutions aren’t complete until

Sometimes even the most robust ERP and HCM solutions lack time

they are integrated with your payroll and ERP/HCM systems. Our customers

collection capabilities sophisticated enough to meet your needs. Our time

frequently rave about how these integrations take their payroll processes

collection solutions are built to operate with your existing business system(s)

from days to hours. We work with all the major payroll providers, including

and can result in substantial savings. Optimized data handling, seamless

ADP, QuickBooks and Sage, to offer specially configured payroll integrations.

communication and industry leading labor calculations helps you complete

Whether your integration is seamless, a one-click, pre-coded module, or a flat-

your time and labor strategy with a more comprehensive solution. We

file export, we make it happen. View all TCP’s payroll integrations here.

integrate with PeopleSoft, Oracle HCM, SAP and Workday to deliver the
capabilities you need.

Don’t see your payroll provider? We maintain relationships with payroll
providers to create the integration your organization needs and to ensure you

Learn more about our ERP/HCM Integrations.

have the best customer service.
Looking for Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or Human Capital
Management (HCM) integrations? Our time collection solutions are built to
operate with your existing systems and can result in substantial savings.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Questions to Ask About Your
Time & Attendance Tool
As part of your process, keep in mind that a single, fully integrated solution

With the big picture in mind, identify your organization’s unique needs

that meets multiple requirements is better than using two, three, or four

and non-negotiables. Then do your best to find a single system that

disparate systems to achieve your workforce management strategy. Ensure

offers everything you need to support the business from a workforce

that your time and attendance system is dynamic and evolves to keep up

management perspective. When a time and attendance system is

with the growth of your workforce. Organizations must examine important

thoughtfully implemented as part of your larger workforce goals, you can

factors and ask questions as they seek out potential time and attendance and

automate outdated processes, improve employee engagement, and

workforce management solutions.

make better-informed business decisions.

•

Time and attendance is at the heart of what TCP does, and it’s where we

•

What is the current time tracking process? Do we have complex or
changing needs we’re not meeting today?
Do we want a solution that can be mobile and adapts to the needs of
various patient care options?

•

Do we want a system that can integrate with our payroll software?

•

What will our workforce look like in the future? Can we expand our time
and attendance approach to satisfy new requirements?

•

What are the workforce and time and attendance reporting and analytic
capabilities we need?

began. How your staff clocks in and out, when they work, and what they
work on are the core workforce optimization. We’ve taken what we know
about time and attendance and evolved the TCP platform to offer an
expansive range of workforce management capabilities. Each component
has been carefully designed to support the needs of each organization.

Get a Live Demo
Reach out today to learn more and schedule
a demo with one of our consultants.
SCHEDULE A DEMO

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Chapter

2
SCH E D U L I NG

Reduce
Workforce
Friction with
Integrated
Scheduling
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Any Way You Look at it,
Employee Scheduling is
Complicated
It seems like simple advice when a manager hollers, “Check the schedule

“I checked the schedule on Wednesday. I’m not scheduled to work until next

for your next shift” as an employee leaves for the day. But the reality is,

week,” says the PA.

scheduling is one of the most complicated aspects of running a smooth
operation.

“I updated the schedule on Thursday because we had a few last-minute
changes. Didn’t you see the latest?”

Integrated solutions are essential to accurate workforce management.
Scheduling is a key area where the right solution can streamline processes

“I haven’t been in the office since Wednesday, so I had no idea,” says the

and procedures to relieve organizational and employee issues that you may

employee.

not have even realized. Aside from receiving accurate pay, it’s likely that
an employee’s schedule is one of the most relevant aspects of their work

He is frustrated. He knows there must be a better way to communicate

experience.

schedules than posting them on the wall or calling staff every time there’s an
update. But he can’t think about that right now – the phones are ringing off the

Consider the following scenario…

hook and patients are spilling into the hall.

It’s flu season and the waiting room is overflowing. The doctor saw four

Regardless of whether your healthcare center treats people or pets and

unscheduled patients in just the last hour. That’s when the office manager

whether patients come to your office or your staff goes to them, if you’re in

realizes that one of the PAs is more than 30 minutes late. He dials the

charge scheduling, there’s a good chance you feel this office manager’s pain.

employee’s number, hoping she is on her way to work.

Unfortunately, scheduling is one of the most complicated business elements
and one of the most critical aspects of operational success. You can’t deliver

“Why aren’t you here for your shift?” he asks when she picks up.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Scheduling Doesn’t Have
to be Hard, it Starts with an
Integrated Approach
HR technology offers a way to address scheduling issues through proactive

Many organizations don’t know what they’re missing – in terms of employee and

workforce management – the organizational process that comprises all the

operational effectiveness – by not having scheduling integrated with their other

activities required to maintain a productive workforce, including:

systems and tools. When you have a robust workforce management system in
place, you have all the information you need to avoid issues like the scenario

•

Tracking staff time and attendance

•

Managing mobile or remote employees

•

Creating schedules

•

Administering leave management

•

Maintaining and managing employee documents

•

Integrating with other business systems, including payroll and ERP

above, thanks to an integrated approach.

Not only are integrated solutions essential to accurate workforce
management, but healthcare centers also need a platform that will adapt and
flex to their unique needs. Whether it’s tracking time and attendance, creating
schedules, or integrating with payroll, you need flexibility and configurability in
your system.
“The reality is that nonstandard work schedules are common, and every
organization that is reimagining the workplace should be cognizant of
the pros and cons of implementing them. Schedules can affect a host of
important outcomes for employees, both personal and professional,”
according to Harvard Business Review.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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How workforce management
solutions solve scheduling issues
Even with the technology available, many organizations with hourly employees, shift

Without workforce management solutions that integrate and include key scheduling

workers, part-time staff, volunteers and agency workers still rely on paper schedules,

capabilities, it can be next to impossible for managers to know what’s going on with

cumbersome spreadsheets, or outdated backend systems that staff can’t access. In

their teams and even more challenging to manage shift overages and overtime

these organizations, you’ll find the schedule posted in the break room or other central

costs effectively.

location so that employees can find out when they work next. This approach may
suffice when schedules don’t need to change. But what happens when they do need

Healthcare providers may have multiple locations, 24-7 operational hours, and

to change?

traveling workers. All these factors create unique scheduling challenges. Keeping
track of these schedules requires significant time and energy that many operations

“It is clear that volatile schedules can create tremendous stress and hardship for

don’t have.

employees and their families. This is especially true for workers in positions that do
not pay well and offer limited benefits,” according to the authors at Harvard Business
Review.

Consider this scenario:

In many healthcare centers, schedule changes occur daily – if not hourly. Those
in charge of scheduling might even say that despite their best efforts, schedules
are living documents. The reality is that employees need to swap shifts, special
circumstances require adding more labor and people get sick. Managers change
and update schedules to fix gaps and ensure the right people with the right skills
and certifications are in place. With so much volatility on the scheduling process,
and without a convenient way to access the current schedule, it can be tough for
employees to know where they need to be and when. This is particularly true with
visiting nurses, home health aides and volunteers.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally

A nurse in the emergency department at
your hospital agrees to cover a shift to allow
another nurse to take a weekend trip with
family. Last minute, you realize this change
puts the nurse covering the shift into overtime
hours you cannot afford. Now you have to
break it to your employee that their weekend
plans are ruined...
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How workforce management
solutions solve scheduling issues
Without a central workforce management system, managers must review
multiple spreadsheets, request forms, and data points to schedule each
employee properly. These outdated systems make the scheduling process
ripe for errors. In the healthcare industry, managing overtime is particularly
essential to ensure employees aren’t burdened by too many shifts and reduce
perceptions of favoritism around shift assignments. In this environment,
accurate and smart scheduling not only impacts the organization budget and
employee satisfaction, but it also affects patient safety.
There are also labor laws and state requirements regarding hours worked. For
example, in California, there are unique regulations regarding overtime.
In Seattle and other localities, employees earn sick and safe paid time off
based on the number of hours they work. A flexible system that adapts to your
organization’s needs is an important way to ensure you’re meeting local and
federal compliance regulations.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Important capabilities for scheduling
Week after week, month by month, schedules need to be created repeatedly.
Making the employee schedule to cover various shifts is an important, but
thankless, role in many organizations. When a schedule is managed effectively
using a scalable, repeatable process, efficiency is off the charts, and labor
costs come in at – or under – budget.
The person or people who manage the schedule not only need to know each
employee’s availability, but also their role, skillset, certifications and in some
cases, the hours they’re working in other parts of the organization. (That’s all
information that can easily be lost if it’s posted to the schedule on a sticky
note!)
The good news is that HR technology has made this task much more
manageable for every size company. In the past, only large companies could
afford to purchase systems that would help automate scheduling. Thanks
to cloud-based platforms, scheduling automation and robust workforce
management are an option for any organization.

When a schedule is managed
effectively...productivity is off the
charts, and labor costs come in
at—or under—budget.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Important capabilities for scheduling
Some of the fundamental ways that scheduling software supports
organizations include:

Consider this...

Flexible schedules and configurations allow managers to pivot shift
coverage quickly or reassign a shift to another employee. This flexibility helps
when people are out sick or are using other paid time off.
Reporting is a crucial benefit to view and compare scheduling data against
hours worked. Variance tracking also enables Payroll, HR, and leadership
teams to assess scheduling from a strategic perspective for organizational
impact and analysis.
Employee access to schedules improves engagement and efficiency. When
employees can see their schedule online, make schedule requests, and
communicate with their manager about changes, they’re empowered to

A charge nurse in your ICU needs the
day off. There are plenty of nurses willing
to cover the shift, but this shift can
only be covered by a nurse certified in
continuous renal replacement therapy
(CRRT) . How can you make it easier
to find replacements with the proper
qualifications to cover the shift?

participate in the process, helping to make it more efficient and productive.
Some systems even provide the ability to create push notifications about
schedule changes or to send reminders when it’s time to work.
Interdepartmental communication and views provide enhanced
organizational visibility. This is great for multiple departments or locations and
employees who work in multiple departments. This view of all an employee’s
roles and departments where they work reduces the chances of scheduling an
employee in two locations at once, helps keep unnecessary overtime in check,
and ensures compliance with hourly regulations.

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Software solves common
scheduling issues
A recent McKinsey survey found that more than one in five nurses plan to
leave their current positions, naming insufficient staffing, intense workload and
the emotional toll of the pandemic as their top reasons.
Another HR industry study attributes the desire to upgrade systems to an
increased need for “time management technologies with time tracking and
scheduling applications that are highly configurable.” They also found that
36 percent of organizations practiced workforce planning in 2020, which was
much higher than in previous years. Now more than ever, HR functions need
workforce data and tools they can leverage to provide answers and make
workforce plans – even during challenging times.

Now more than ever, HR functions
need workforce data and tools they can
leverage to provide answers and make
workforce plans

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Software solves common
scheduling issues
As you consider what your organization needs from a scheduling tool, there

occurred. Managers need to be able to view exceptions so they

are vital features to consider. Necessary capabilities to think about scheduling

can follow-up on employee time entries and data. Rather than

and workforce management solutions include:

asking managers to dig deep into data files, try to find a system that
flags issues, alerts managers, and raises awareness regarding any

•

How does the system allow employees to view schedules?

employees who are close to reaching overtime limits or who aren’t

A schedule created in a vacuum is not going to help anyone. Even if a

keeping to the schedule (e.g., arrive late and leave early).

manager uses technology to create a schedule, it’s only useful if they have

•

to check and view their schedule, regardless of their location. You also

Is there a way we can examine scheduling against workforce
management trends?

want to provide a way for them to view historical data about their hours

Scheduling is a crucial component of workforce management,

and the shifts they’ve worked. Without these capabilities, employees

and as such, you need data that will provide a perspective about

may suffer due to miscommunication, lack of job satisfaction, and even

schedule variance and trends. With integrated reporting capabilities,

burnout.

workforce management systems empower managers by allowing

a way to deliver it to employees. Look for solutions that enable employees

them to view productivity trends in schedules and hours worked.

•

Can the system meet individual department and team needs?
Your medical office staff may have standard hours, but your on-call nurses

Just as your scheduling capabilities have outgrown the calendar-on-

work various hours and shifts. Each department and team may schedule

the-wall method, you want the workforce management you choose

differently, which means you need a solution that fits multiple scheduling

to grow and flex to meet your needs. As with any HR technology

needs.

solution, it’s best to find a fully integrated solution that meets
multiple requirements.

•

Will the system help identify and control overspending in labor?
When it comes to schedules and time tracking, you don’t know what
you don’t know. Suppose your scheduling system is separate from time
and attendance. In that case, labor variances or issues will come to your
attention when the pay period closes, which may be long after they

www.tcpsoftware.com | Your Workforce Ally
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Six Features That
Set TCP’s Scheduling
Capabilities Apart
Based on our experience, we know that scheduling should improve overall
operations and ensure you have the right people in the right place at the right
time. For healthcare centers and staff, scheduling is much more complicated
than posting a calendar on a wall. We offer a variety of scheduling tools
to support how your organization achieves results. With TCP’s scheduling
solution, powered by TimeClock Plus software, you can build and manage
schedules, create recurring schedules, set up exceptions, and download
reports to optimize your workforce.
Here are six important ways TCP sets itself apart from other providers:
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1

Flexible scheduling options

Schedules in our software can be set up on an ad hoc basis to recurring shifts,
and anything in between. You can also deploy specific schedules for different
environments. The easy-to-use interface allows you to drag and drop shift
assignments, as well as view coverage percentages to ensure the right people
are scheduled at the right time.

2

Employee empowerment

We make it easy for your workforce to access their schedules on any
electronic device. With our easy-to-use system, employees are empowered
to manage their schedules remotely, trade shifts, and request days off without
unnecessary manager involvement. They can even update their availability
using TCP’s Humanity scheduling solution to mitigate scheduling conflicts.

3

Exception tracking

We know that organizations need to monitor schedule anomalies, such
as late arrivals or missed shifts, and take action to resolve issues. Our
TimeClock Plus software allows users to define the types of anomalies
they wish to track, and you can also set up notifications based on these
actionable occurrences.
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4

Regulatory compliance

In the TCP system, you can create rules to ensure that laws are followed
and, overtime is appropriately applied. This helps ensure compliance with
federal, state and local labor laws. Our Payroll Based Journal (PBJ) feature
significantly reduce time and energy healthcare providers spent on the
reporting process. In just a few clicks you can export the data required.

5

Integrated workforce
management

Thanks to seamless configuration, you’re able to integrate scheduling with our
time and attendance, leave management, and other capabilities.

6

Automation

With Humanity scheduling, you can use the auto-build and auto-fill features
to automatically develop schedules within the parameters you set while taking
into account employee availability.
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You Can Schedule
Better with TCP
Scheduling is about having the right people in the right place at the
right time. But the long-term impact extends far beyond that weekly or
monthly schedule. Effective, efficient scheduling built with a modern
system can help cut costs, ensure compliance, and provide workforce
management and planning data that informs organizational decisions.
Find a solution that offers you scheduling support but also provides what
you need when it comes to workforce management. When you have
a flexible, real-time scheduling option that includes opportunities to
analyze vital operational data, you can improve employee experiences,
support managers, and make changes that impact patient and
operational outcomes.
Reach out today to learn more and schedule a demo with one of our
consultants.
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Leave
Management
Tools That
Flex to Meet
Your Needs
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How Would You Grade
Your Organization’s Leave
Management?
Many employees don’t have a clue how tough it is for organizations to
manage everything related to leaves of absence or time off – even if it’s just for
one day. For many employees, when you need to take a sick day, you let your
manager know and it’s done. But for most healthcare organizations, being
short a provider or key team member simply isn’t an option.
Employers across the board are all too familiar with the difficult job of
managing leaves. More than half (56%) scored a C, D, or F for their absence
practices, according to the Absence and Disability Readiness Index
published by The Standard. The survey results also indicated that fewer than
half of employers say they believe their programs are well managed.
Indeed, due to local, state, and federal regulations, managing leave can be
one of the most complicated issues for HR and payroll teams. With so many
compliance issues related to time off—as well as rules developed by the
individual healthcare center—managing, reporting and paying employees for
time off isn’t simple at all.
Thankfully, integrated workforce management tools can help improve the
leave management process.
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The High Cost of Ineffective
Leave Management
Many factors related to time off must be tracked – whether it’s one day or
three months’ leave. For example, organizations must:

•

Adhere and comply with leave requirements based on industry, location,
and job type (e.g., hourly, salary, or union)

•

Evaluate leave requests based on organizational policies

•

Monitor staff leave limits and paid time off balances

•

Determine coverage during a staff member’s absence

As your organization grows, leave management becomes more complex.
It’s too risky for HR teams to manage leave balances with paper forms and
disparate legacy systems make gathering real-time data to approve or
deny leave requests an onerous task.
Aside from the difficulty of effectively and efficiently managing and
tracking data, there are two additional pain points related to leave
management: compliance risk and the costs of excessive absenteeism.
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Compliance risk

Excessive absenteeism

Only two out of five employers in the Absence and Disability Readiness

Even if you’re able to effectively administer leave and manage federal and

Index were using a system to track absences covered by the Family Medical

local regulations, if you’re using legacy systems or manual methods, you’re

Leave Act (FMLA). When this type of highly regulated leave is left to manual

not uncovering or addressing the costly issues related to absenteeism.

processes, you’re risking your organization’s ability to maintain compliance.
Unfortunately, for some organizations, excessive absenteeism is considered
“Mastering leave management is a necessary challenge. The overlapping

a “cost of doing business.” According to the Society for Human Resource

(and ever-increasing) patchwork of state and federal mandates make it an

Management (SHRM), “many firms still underestimate the magnitude of the

area of particular concern for employers,” according to HR Dive.

problem of employee absenteeism.”

Indeed, there are important federal leave requirements to meet, such as

But the costs of absenteeism add up. In 2019, full-time wage and salary

FMLA and PBJ reporting, but HR and payroll must also effectively manage

workers had a total of 117,383,000 absences, according to the Bureau

time off and leaves of absence based on organizational policies and rules.

of Labor Statistics. To put that into perspective, the Center for Disease

Without integrated workforce management tools, handling these complex

Control Foundation reports that “productivity losses linked to absenteeism

situations can lead to incorrect pay, inaccurate accruals, and disgruntled

cost employers $225.8 billion annually in the United States, or $1,685 per

employees.

employee.”
The full impact of costs related to ineffective leave management—whether
they are due to increased legal risks or an inability to manage absenteeism—
can be costly. No matter how tough leave management may be, a trusted
workforce management solution is essential if you want to streamline
processes, protect your business, and boost your bottom line by managing
complicated leaves and payroll.
Read more on this topic “5 Ways Time Tracking Boosts Your Bottom Line”
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The Benefits of Integrated
Leave Management
Having leave and absence management integrated with your time and
attendance, payroll, and scheduling saves a lot of manual work and ensures
greater accuracy.
At the foundational level, workforce management software can address many
common leave management issues. Fundamental system requirements for
leave management should:

•

Provide accessible means of electronically submitting leave and time-off
requests

•

Give employees and managers real-time access to time off balances

•

Manage a leave schedule that grants adequate insight into the workplace

•

Embed policy and regulation requirements

•

Establish protocols for who receives, reviews, and approves requests

As you consider innovative leave management solutions, also look for
a system that will meet your compliance and legal requirements, that will
flex to your organization’s needs, and that integrates with your overall
workforce management approach.
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Meet compliance &
legal requirements

Support your
organization’s policies

A powerful solution will allow you to account for a variety of factors that

You want a solution that accommodates your policies, rather than one that

impact leave, such as job level, employee location, and union status. As you

forces you to change your policies because of system limitations. Consider

manage compliance risks, you want a comprehensive view that will help you

how the system establishes workflows that best fit your organization. For

audit the process.

example, can it be configured for the necessary levels required to approve
and administer short-term disability or parental leave? Can you implement

At the same time, you want a micro-view that allows you to easily pull up

and enforce any blackout dates in the system for vacation requests?

data to view accruals for staff. Staff members also need to be able to view
their current earned and accrued leave status. Ideally, your system should

Make sure the system also empowers managers. Look for notifications and

also provide a dedicated FMLA workflow that automatically tracks FMLA-

easy methods they can use to review, approve or deny requests for time

related leave (including requests and required documentation). This helps

off—ideally without having to log in, switch systems, or dig through emails.

you stay compliant with the regulations and avoid the cost of a mishandled

In additional to managing the process of taking leave, these capabilities

FMLA case.

help managers key an eye on absenteeism before it becomes a problem.
Similarly, make it as easy as possible for people managing benefits to handle
any long-term leave requests.

These capabilities help managers
keep an eye on absenteeism before it
becomes a problem.
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Integrate with core workforce
management functions
As you face workforce challenges, such as those during the COVID-19

There are many bottom-line benefits of having an automated leave and

pandemic, you need a system that you can quickly update based on

absence management system, but perhaps one of the biggest and often

unanticipated situations. In the case of COVID-19, many organizations without

overlooked advantages is that with the right software in place, managers

leave management software struggled to quickly implement the Families First

and HR teams have more time to connect with staff about their leave—

Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA) as part of their policies and processes.

whether it’s time off for a vacation, to welcome a new baby, or to care for

Amidst a chaotic time, it’s key that your leave management policies and the

an elderly parent. Staff may appreciate the opportunity to talk about their

system responsible for administering them are updated so everyone has

life outside of work.

access to the most accurate information.
If it’s a long-term issue, managers can show care and concern for the
Given the complexity of leave management, it’s ideal if all the workforce

circumstances that may be affecting attendance or requiring a prolonged

information you need is readily available in one system. Leave requests are a

leave. Similarly, HR teams have an opportunity to provide information

key part of scheduling, employee hours and payroll. When creating schedules

about company-sponsored resources that may help, such as physical or

or running payroll, it’s a time-consuming and error-prone process to switch

mental health services. Treating employees with this level of care and

between systems.

concern builds trust and reinforces the organization’s commitment to its
workforce.
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The Flexible Leave and
Absence Management
Solution
TCP Software’s TimeClock Plus solution was built on the idea that it’s important

•

A provider (nurse, aide, doctor) requests time off, managers need visibility

to provide the level of flexibility and configurability our customers need to run

to schedules and paid leave balances before approving the request. They

their organization.

also need to view overtime totals before assigning the shift to another
employee.

With our complete workforce management approach, you can easily integrate
leave and absence management with a time and attendance solution, as well

•

A community hospital is experiencing a shortage of workers as staff leave

as your scheduling configuration. This type of integration allows for instant,

the profession or suffer from burnout. It also recognizes that taking time

automated calculations that transfer seamlessly between all of TCP’s workforce

off to decompress is more important than ever for its remaining staff. Our

management solutions.

solution makes it easy to find the right person with the right credentials
and available time to fill in for their colleague’s absence ensuring the

For those customers looking for help in managing FMLA, human resources

proper staff to patient ratio.

can manage and monitor FMLA within the leave system. With TCP’s leave
management solution there’s no need for a separate solution or tracker.
Our FMLA feature also lets employees select the type of leave they want to
request. This simple step makes it much easier for HR to process and track
time off.
We also understand that the healthcare industry has very specific needs.
You want to find one integrated system that allows you to administer leave
management and empowers your workforce management strategy.

Whether your situation is standard or
one of a kind, our leave and absence
management solution can be configured
based on your unique policies, hierarchy
for approvals and accrual configurations.

Some of the ways we’ve seen our solution play out in various types of facilities:
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Integration to Empower Your
People & Your Organization
First and foremost, leave and absence management is about meeting
regulations and ensuring you have appropriate staffing to deliver quality
patient care. But a flexible solution that’s configured to your needs can help
you manage leaves and absences in a way that positively impacts results.
A robust leave and absence management solution helps you streamline
manual processes and empowers employees to manage their time off. It
allows managers to maintain efficient operations, even when team members
are absent, and identify if absenteeism is becoming a problem. Finally,
effective leave management provides HR teams with the data they need to
address issues and make organizational decisions.
Find a solution that empowers people to work better while they’re at work
and streamlines the process—for you and for them—when they need time
off. With the right solution, you can manage your employees more effectively,
increase their satisfaction, and meet organizational needs.
Reach out today to learn more and schedule a demo with one of our
consultants.
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Secure Your
Employee
Files with a
Document
Management
Solution
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Many smaller businesses are still storing hard copies of extremely sensitive

This situation offers the perfect illustration of how a business can benefit from

employee documents. Others may store digital files in a third-party system

a document management solution that allows people in the organization to

or, worse, on an individual employee’s computer. These standard document

upload and store employee-related documents. Whether it’s performance

management solutions are neither secure, nor are they generally well

reviews, direct deposit information, I-9’s, FMLA records or other important

organized.

employee records, storing them in a central, secure location is essential.

Not having an electronic document management solution can lead to costly

Without a document management system, it’s easy for managers to become

errors uncovered during an audit or legal action.

overwhelmed by keeping track of employee-related documents and
paperwork. That’s when documentation is lost or hard to find, which creates
serious issues if audits occur. When a documentation process and system are
in place, organizations save time, money and stress.

Consider this scenario:
You are the proud owner of a growing practice.
One afternoon as you’re leaving the office, your assistant informs you
that Donald, an auditor from the Department of Labor, is arriving in
two days to follow-up about an FMLA complaint.
In normal times, this announcement might not cause you concern. But
these aren’t normal times.
The first issue: your office manager just left the organization. The
second issue: all FMLA files were apparently saved on her computer.
The third issue: her file organization leaves something to be desired.
So far, you’ve only found photos from what appears to be her
nephew’s high school graduation from Franklin Marshall High School
in Louisiana. (Otherwise known as file name: FMLA.)
To say you’re dreading your meeting with Donald from the DOL is an
understatement.
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The Importance of
Document Management
Managing documents and keeping them secure is something you are

In terms of data security, if you’re using paper documents or unencrypted

already well acquainted with—e.g., HIPPA. However, there are several

files, you’re at risk of a confidential data breach. Employee-related documents

risks for HR and Payroll departments if the organization doesn’t maintain

contain highly sensitive information, including bank accounts, social security

employee-related files in a secure location that provides easily accessible

numbers and performance management details.

digital files.
Some organizations opt to store employee documents in a third-party system
In terms of operations, there are issues related to space and document

offsite. While this may solve the security issues, it has negative impacts on

retention when organizations use paper files or disorganized digital

syncing systems and having immediate access to records in the same system

methods to store employee-related files. Whether it’s the space for

where your workforce management tools and processes already exist.

multiple filing cabinets, offsite storage, or maxed out hard drives, copies of
employee files consume a lot of space. These file storage issues only grow

Imagine if you are trying to find coverage for a staff member who has called

as your business expands, and the number of current and former employee

in sick and can’t find a replacement who has the necessary and up-to-date

files increases.

credentials required.
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Easy access to documents
during an audit
While having integrated document management is key for smooth operations
and record retention, having documents readily available in the event of
an audit is essential to avoid stress, legal issues and costly fines. An audit
can happen at any time, and organizations are expected to have certain
documents organized and readily available for all employees.
Federal agencies typically don’t provide much advance notice of an audit;
the amount of time an employer must gather documentation depends on
the auditor. For an organization without a document management system in
place, an auditor’s arrival creates stress and panic as teams scramble to locate
required records, data and forms. Three common employee-related audits
that organizations encounter include:

•

FMLA audit: The Department of Labor (DOL) can audit employers at
any time; often, the reason for an audit is due to an employee complaint.
The DOL’s Wage and Hour Division has consistently received more
than 1,000 Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) complaints per year for
decades. As part of the audit, the DOL will review the FMLA process stepby-step and request to see all relevant forms and documentation.

•

Wage and hour audit: The focus of these investigations by the
DOL is anything related to pay and covered by the Fair Labor
Standards Act (FLSA). For example, they may be auditing overtime
pay compliance, exempt vs. nonexempt classification or minimum
wage compliance. In addition to interviewing employees, the DOL
will request records and documents for their review. The maximum
penalty for violations of the FLSA’s minimum wage and overtime
provisions is $2,014, assessed on a per-employee basis.

In addition to investigating based on employee complaints, SHRM
reports that the DOL “has also targeted employers in low-wage
industries for wage and hour violations, particularly in the areas of
agriculture, daycare, food service, garment manufacturing, guard
services, healthcare, hotels and motels, janitorial services and temporary
help.”
Storage space, record retention, security and audits are all impacted
when organizations don’t have an integrated document management
system in place for their employee-related files. Be sure you’re keeping
the files you need and that you’re storing them according to legal

•

I-9 audit: The Department of Homeland Security conducts these audits
to confirm employees’ eligibility to work in the United States. As part of
this process, hiring practices are reviewed, and verification is required for
all employees. If Forms I-9 are incomplete or missing, employers can be
fined between $100 and $1,000 for each failure.
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The Benefits of
Integrated Document
Management
From a practical standpoint, many organizations have already found that
moving to electronic employee file management is beneficial. A system
can be maintained effectively and efficiently when a plan is in place for
implementation, monitoring and retention. Accessibility, data security and
consolidation are three of the primary benefits of integrating document
management with your workforce management solutions.
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1

Accessibility

Rather than sifting through a stack of file folders, when documents are stored
electronically, you can use categories and tags for easy sorting within the
system. Attaching these to each employee profile makes it easy to locate
any file you need quickly. If you experience an FMLA audit, for example, you
could pull all records related to FMLA. This type of access makes an internal or
external audit much more efficient and less stressful.

2

Data security

Even if an employee has the administrative rights to access sensitive
employee information doesn’t mean they need access to all data about that
employee. For example, Payroll employees don’t need access to employee
performance reviews. Managers don’t need access to direct deposit info
or W-4 info. With a secure, organized solution, you can control access to
documents by role or other factors.
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3

Consolidation

When employee document management is part of your workforce
management platform, you don’t have to bother with switching systems
or pushing data sync before accessing a file. The most current information
you need exists within the same system. Management can access
documents directly within their workforce management solution, making
the data readily accessible for all departments.

Maintaining documents within the existing workforce management solution
saves money by consolidating systems and minimizes time wasted on
administrative work. As part of a cloud-based solution, your HR and Payroll
teams will also have access to necessary files regardless of their location.
In addition to the benefits of digital document management, there are
important legal considerations to keep in mind. As with any new technology,
organizations should consult with legal counsel regarding any requirements.
There are a variety of document management options in the marketplace.
As you consider adding this beneficial tool to your workforce management
processes, it’s crucial to work with a provider that understands your business
and offers a tool that meets your needs.
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A Vital Addition to the
Workforce Management
Toolbox
As part of our experience delivering industry-leading workforce management

The ability to track employee skills and certifications, as well as expiration

solutions and payroll integrations for clients, we witnessed first-hand the

dates of those certifications, assures you are assigning the right shifts to

struggle healthcare organizations face when they don’t have an efficient

the right person. You are also able to aid your staff by reminding them they

document management system for their employee and staff records. Our

need CEUs or must renew their certifications. From an employee’s point of

customer service team received many calls from clients who faced audits but

view, added skills enable them to easily request and trade shifts with minimal

didn’t have easily accessible digital copies of their most essential employee

management involvement.

records.
TCP allows you to store and manage documents in a way that’s designed for
We’re committed to providing clients with the tools they need to be

the sensitive nature of confidential HR-related documents. Our approach is

successful, which is why our growing workforce management portfolio now

built on customizable categories, streamlined FMLA uploads and extensive

features streamlined, secure document storage that benefits your entire

permission configurations.

organization.
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Customizable categories

Streamlined FMLA uploads

Customizable categories can be as specific or generic as an organization

Streamlined FMLA uploads enable organizations to upload all necessary

deems necessary. It’s possible to configure it to simple categories such as

FMLA files to both the employee profile and FMLA cases. With three to ten

HR or Payroll, or you can make it more complex based on your needs. For

documents required per FMLA request, this can save considerable time.

example, you might choose to establish categories by document type, such

Uploading directly onto the employee’s profile allows you to store and

as performance reviews, audits or leave requests. Everything is customizable

track employee-specific documentation where that employee’s information

based on your needs and set-up, so you don’t have to worry about

already exists. Uploading to an FMLA case ensures that all the necessary

modifying your processes and policies to meet the system’s requirements.

materials for an FMLA case are located in one place. This is useful for
auditing purposes and ensuring that all the required documentation is
successfully filled out and tracked. Regardless of the need, with streamlined
uploads FMLA information is easy to find and accessible in both locations.
If you experience an audit, this easy access will be of great importance to
locate files that may help you avoid fines.

Streamlined FMLA uploads ensure all
the necessary files for an FMLA case are
located in one place.
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Extensive user permissions
Extensive user permissions allow organizations to configure a hierarchy when
it comes to managing employee documents. You can restrict permissions
so managers may only view document categories relevant to them, and
you can even grant access regarding viewing, uploading, downloading,
or deleting documents. This ensures that document integrity is secure.
Additionally, TCP’s solution offers SOC-2 compliance to ensure the data is
secure and encrypted.
An integrated workforce management solution can offer standardized,
centralized document management and storage capabilities that make
it easy to find what you need when you need it. Adding document
management capabilities to your existing workforce management platform
provides an even more powerful and holistic solution for your organization.
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Removing the Document
Management Dilemma
Instead of drama and dilemmas related to employee documents,
organizations can save time, money, and stress with the right platform in
place. TCP believes that Document Management is a crucial part of workforce
management. It’s the third pillar in our robust platform, which includes
Scheduling, Absence/Leave Management, Document Management, Labor
Tracking/Costing, and Mobile.
Document Management is a new feature in TCP’s TimeClock Plus platform
explicitly designed to help organizations store sensitive data while also
making it easy to locate and track employee-related documents in the system.
During this era of extensive workforce change, HR needs to switch to
digital employee files. As a function, HR is charged with managing the most
documents in an organization and protecting a high volume of sensitive
information. But merely uploading documents is just one part of the equation.
How HR works with files once they’re digital determines whether going
paperless translates to productivity gains. This type of solution reduces the
administrative burden and allows HR to be more flexible and agile in meeting
business needs. Your employees trust you keep their sensitive data safe. Is
your organization doing enough to protect this information?
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Gain Valuable
Workforce
Insight with
Labor Tracking
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A solid workforce management (WFM) strategy starts with a clear picture of
the time and work required to complete tasks across your business. From
that foundation, companies use workforce management to create forecasts,
schedule employees and measure employee and job performance.
Empowered by workforce management tools, organizations are positioned
to optimize and increase performance across human resource management,
scheduling, budgeting and forecasting.
Your organization needs the data and insights that will empower you to
take your labor tracking capabilities to the next level. Labor tracking is how
your organization tracks and understands your labor costs. It’s how you pay
employees for their time – based on the labor of the job they performed.
Accurate labor tracking is essential for accurate budgeting.
Labor tracking and job codes allow organizations to manage their staff based
on the cost-related metrics related to specific services and where those
services are delivered. It’s an effective strategy to assess the profitability and
or efficiency of different elements of the organization, including how labor is
impacting the bottom line.
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What level of employee time
tracking is right for you?
“At most companies, [the workforce] is the biggest expense the company
faces,” Brian Kropp, human resource practice leader for CEB told the Society
for Human Resource Management (SHMR).
The impact of labor costs makes it essential for an organization to understand
if they’re using the appropriate workforce model, if they’re maintaining
budgets, and how they might be able to improve their operations.
Thanks to technology, labor tracking and job coding now exist within
workforce management platforms. With software, healthcare centers are now
empowered to efficiently track their employees’ labor hours, gain greater
insight into how the workforce uses their time and provide essential data on
the costs of services.
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Maximize Cost Efficiency
by Tracking Labor Hours
Given the various types of services and procedures offered by an
organization, it’s essential that healthcare providers have a way to efficiently
organize and oversee labor hours. Workforce management software allows
you to do just that. With the right software not only can you track the hours
employees work, but you can also define and configure the types of labor
they are performing at any given time.
“Once your company starts to grow, it’s going to be impossible to personally
track your employee’s work,” according to Dave Nevogt in Forbes. “Instead,

“Instead, use a tool that can help you…
knowing that you’re tracking work each day
gives you peace of mind and allows you to
focus on actually growing the company.”
Dave Nevogt
Forbes

use a tool that can help you…knowing that you’re tracking work each day
gives you peace of mind and allows you to focus on actually growing the
company.”
If an organization wants to run a cost-effective operation, at a minimum,
administrators need to lead the way in tracking and measuring workforce
hours. This not only allows you to accurately pay your staff, but it allows you
to determine how long it takes them to accomplish the necessary tasks to run
your business.
This is the data that allows your organization to maximize productivity,
efficiency and profitability. You’re not asking people to work harder. Instead,
using the data and insights gained through your workforce management
tools, you’re enabling your entire organization to work smarter. You’ve
captured and analyzed the information needed to be able to make wise,
data-driven decisions when it comes to workforce management.
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Insights you can gain by
tracking labor
By tracking labor, employers attain insights into what their workforce is doing.

Consider this scenario:
A doctor works at both their practice and does house-calls.

They’re able to understand what qualifies as billable time and gain awareness
as to how their staff uses time to deliver care.
For example, a nurse practitioner who rotates between a clinic and home visits
will clock in and out at each location. The employer uses that data to:

•

That doctor typically works a total of 40 hours a week; however, their
hours fluctuate. Some weeks they have 40 hours at their primary care
location, while others they work 20 hours in their office and 20 hours
doing home visits. In addition, the pay rate for these two jobs is not
the same.

Gather insight into the work that’s happening

•

Pay that staff member accurately for specific roles

•

Make business decisions based on the division of labor for the organization

Alternatively, labor tracking also benefits organizations whose staff
often works “step up shifts.” While an RN might typically work their
regular shift in the ED, at times they will step up as a charge nurse for a
shift or two and be paid at a different rate.

Having accurate labor tracking also helps employers uncover any issues,
irregularities and root causes. They have insight into exactly what procedures
and tasks are requiring time. Accurate labor tracking increases efficiency for an
organization by associating an employee’s time with their specific labor.

In these examples, it’s easy to see that without a system, these staff
members’ labor would be difficult to track in an efficient and accurate
manner. However, by allowing you to define and configure types of labor,
a strong labor tracking system saves time and energy for payroll as well
as ensuring a higher degree of accuracy, leading to happy and fairly
compensated employees.
The healthcare center can track each type of labor individually (in office
visits or house-calls) or by role (RN or charge nurse) and export that data
directly to payroll, so the employee can receive the accurate pay for the
hours worked in each role.
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Analyze Labor and Job
Code Data for Business
Impact
Labor and job inefficiencies can add up quickly and have a negative impact on
your bottom line. Small Business Trends reports that only 40 percent of small
businesses are profitable, 30 percent break even, while another 30 percent
continually lose money.
You’re not in business to break even or worse, lose money. So, think about
what it might take to change the game. The labor tracking and job costing
functions in workforce management software can help organization leaders
identify and examine workforce issues. Then they can use the data to
determine changes that need to be made based on roles and tasks within the
organization.
“While workforce management started out as a method for scheduling,
it’s since grown into a multi-faceted management framework that helps
organizations easily track employee productivity,” according to CIO. “As
more employees have the ability to work remotely and mobile technology
becomes the norm, companies are starting to embrace mobile workforce
management of off-premise employees.”
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Indeed, workforce management has evolved into a framework that helps

Labor tracking and job costing can also help which jobs and procedures

organizations improve time management, forecast workloads and offer

are most profitable and who is working on them. Fortified with this

insights into the workforce. In addition to solving current issues, having access

information, HR teams and managers can implement workforce policies

to data related to care and labor allows you to forecast for the future and help

that support efficiency, quality of care, and profitability. It also helps

your organization make more informed decisions.

organizations understand the ideal labor mix required for given tasks.
Based on data, you can ensure top performers are assigned to the most

Using the data from your workforce management platform, you can make

critical roles to increase efficiency and limit unnecessary costs.

decisions based on:

•

Total hours worked and dollars spent by a procedure, department or unit.

•

Future scheduled hours that will forecast total labor spend for any
department, procedure, step, operation or task in the system.

•

Real-time over/under budget status based on hours worked and tasks
completed.

•

Reports such as an actual vs. scheduled vs. budgeted can be used to
analyze and compare factors and functions within your organization.
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Workforce management has evolved into
a framework that helps businesses improve
time management, forecast workloads and
offer insights into the workforce.
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Advance Beyond Time
& Attendance
Workforce management is an organizational process that includes all the

include the entire organization or an individual department. You can define

activities required to maintain a productive workforce. It includes time and

up to five different levels of work per cost code. For example, these levels

attendance, but it goes far beyond that. Workforce management supports the

can be related to the specifics of a particular job, or you can use a level to

management of mobile and remote employees. It streamlines scheduling and

designate specific roles.

the management of employee leaves.
In addition, through labor tracking, we help organizations simplify
Finally, workforce management enhances your ability to track the labor and

labor calculations with automated payroll. Using shift differential in our

job codes associated with your workforce so you can make business decisions.

TimeClock Plus software, users can create and assign shift schedules that

Configurable labor tracking allows you to assess the when, what and how of

modify employee rates of pay. These shift schedules can be assigned

your employees’ performance are essential to optimize your workforce.

to employees and will, when processed, modify the rate of pay the
employee receives. Rather than just calculating the amount of time

TCP has experienced the growth of the workforce management industry

worked, organizations benefit from automated tracking of all the different

firsthand. We began in 1988 to help the restaurant industry solve time and

types of work their staff performs. This ensures staff get paid at the proper

attendance challenges. Since then, we’ve grown into a comprehensive

rate, based on the role they were performing at that time. It also helps

workforce management system that helps thousands of organizations

organizations maintain accurate records of overall labor and job costs.

including healthcare centers like yours optimize operations and streamline
processes.
Like all the components in our workforce management solution, we provide
labor tracking tools that are built so clients can make the best use of their tech
stack. While other providers may force clients to fit into a box, our solutions
are highly configurable. In TCP’s platform, cost codes are configurable to
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Conclusion
In the busy world of healthcare, flexibility and depth in labor tracking is
essential. For most organizations, it’s not enough to simply know when an
employee clocked in and out. They need to know the duties they performed
that day and how those track to their pay rate to ensure accurate pay.
Precise tracking of labor allows your workforce management to be
comprehensive and actionable. A flexible solution for creating, assigning and
customizing job codes helps you prioritize precise labor and job tracking so
you can optimize your workforce management operations. Equipped with
labor tracking tools, organizational leaders can ensure they’re monitoring
every aspect of a job as well as the labor required to get it done. With these
efficiencies in place, you can more time on patient care.
With a highly configurable workforce management solution, labor tracking
provides you with the actionable data you need to make more informed
business decisions. This level of data allows you to move far beyond what
you can do based on the basic insights available from time and attendance.
Workforce management is more than just a software tool – it is an entire
business-process solution.
Contact us today to learn more about how we can customize a workforce
management solution that will help you take your business to the next level.
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Chapter

6
MO BI L E S O L U T I O N S

Mobile
Solutions
Are Essential
for Today’s
Healthcare
Providers
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The demand for a mobile workforce has been rising in recent years and the

“More than 60% of the workforce will be millennials and Gen Z by 2020, and

COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated that demand. In CareCentrix’s report

they have vastly different working styles than other generations. For example,

titled Health-at-Home 2020, 72 percent of survey respondents said they would

they prefer to work in and out of full-time employment. Managing a mobile

rather recover at home versus a medical facility after a major medical event.

workforce involves supporting administrative processes and employee

Another 63 percent would prefer to be treated at home versus going to their

experiences across many locations, policies, and types of locations.”

doctor’s office or a medical facility.
Today, the modern healthcare worker uses mobile solutions daily, and thanks
While more than half of those surveyed said staying away from public spaces

to the proliferation of the cloud, most employees are now able to access

during COVID-19 was a primary reason for wanting in-home care, the simple

necessary work information anywhere easily when they need it. They can

comfort of being at home was even more appealing.

also join meetings via the internet and email colleagues regardless of their
location, and even deliver telehealth services to patients. Mobile technology

Those responses probably come at no surprise. Who wouldn’t want to be

has changed the game even more by providing most healthcare staff with

treated at home surrounded by family and friends? The problem has been

access to digital information and secure electronic medical records easily

getting health plans to agree to pay for widespread home health visits and

obtained through a device that fits in their back pocket.

treatment. However, that attitude is changing.
In that same report, a whopping 97 percent of respondents said the trend
toward health care at home is in the best interest of insurers and members alike.
Almost everyone agreed that having a support system at home could extend
the reach of the primary care provider to monitor people and provide better
care.
Still, the benefits of a mobile solution aren’t limited to a strictly mobile
workforce. Small and large providers are already focused on empowering
every employee to use technology that fits their needs and adds value to the
organization.
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What does mobile mean for
workforce management solutions?
Mobile is all about accessibility and ease of use. Through mobile solutions,
companies can deploy workforce management to employees who travel
between different facilities, or deliver homecare – for example, visiting
nurses, physical therapists, and medical social services. For these employees,
workforce management software is accessed via a mobile device to provide
them with access to time clocks, schedules, manager communications and
company notifications and that is just the tip of the iceberg.
Some healthcare centers allow employees to access the full breadth of
workforce management capabilities, and others just use the mobile interface
for time clock purposes. Staffing policies and needs will inform what level of
access each organization needs to offer employees at any given time.
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Top Mobile Functionalities
& Requirements
Not all mobile workforce management solutions are created equal. Unlike the
fitness app, if it doesn’t meet your needs, it’s not as simple as downloading
another app from the store. It takes careful review to ensure a mobile
solution is right for your workforce management strategy. For organizations
considering mobile options, you need a clear vision of functionalities and
benefits they can achieve when deploying technology for mobile workforce
management.
TCP believes there are five key functionalities that a mobile solution should
include.

•

Configurability
You need a mobile solution that can be deployed to your level of
comfort. A one-size-fits-all solution forces your organization to adapt
to its limitations instead of the other way around. Managers should feel
confident and comfortable about the level of access and self-service that
employees have via their mobile devices. You should be able to provide
employees access to simple functions such as the ability to clock in and
out—to more extensive self-service options such as requesting time off or
reviewing schedules. As always, access levels and permissions should be
based on your comfort level and needs.
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•

Offline access
If you’re considering mobile access, that means your employees work
from various locations – including those which may have spotty internet
access. But we know that even if they can’t clock in, employees may
be working. In those cases, you need a mobile solution that is not just
available in an employee’s pocket but is also available offline to allow
employees to use the system, even when internet service is not available.

•

Communication tools
Managers may struggle with reaching employees at remote sites. Your
mobile workforce management solution should allow you to push
messages to employees working in the field. This functionality is essential
for sending schedule changes and communicating the same message
to a dispersed group of employees. A side benefit is that you also have a
document trail of all communications sent through official channels.

•

Individual devices
Whether it’s via a mobile device or a desktop application, a digital solution
allows your employees to clock in without long lines at a time clock. When
considering pandemic precautions, this also reduces the chance of big
groups of employees using common surfaces.

•

Geofencing
This location functionality allows you to map areas where mobile
operations are permitted. For example, geofencing helps ensure that
employees will not perform clock operations from home, on the road to
work – or elsewhere.
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Healthcare use cases for
mobile solutions
Globally, more than 5 billion people own a mobile device, according to
Pew Research Center. More than half of those devices are smartphones. To
maximize the benefits of today’s technology and the efficiencies of a mobile
workforce, organizations must adopt a mobile mindset.
“Any technology deployed for workers outside an office should be
accessible so that efficiency improves,” according to HR Technologist.
“Organizations must keep in mind that their employees now have access
to better technology outside work than they do at work. They expect
any technology they use – for work or personal use – to be intuitive and
engaging. To keep them engaged and efficient, a mobile-first mindset is
critical.”
The mobile workforce is common in healthcare, where staff may be
out in the field and not in an office. As an example of mobile workforce
management efficiencies, consider how mobile makes it easier for
healthcare providers in these situations.

•

Mobile Emergency Veterinary Services
Staff can clock in when they start a shift, clock out for breaks, and receive
urgent, official communication regardless of their location. Especially when
time is of the essence, reaching these workers with information about
incoming calls helps the doctor triage critical patients.

•

Home Health Aides
Home health aides, visitor nurses, and physical therapists are constantly
on the move during their shift. Mobile options to clock in help them do
so from multiple sites to efficiently track their location as well as the hours
they’ve worked each day.

While these situations typically have more remote workers, it’s important to
note the increase of mobile work due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Because of
capacity issues within acute care, the U.S. Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (CMS) announced in March of 2020 the Hospitals Without Walls
program allowing hospitals to provide services in locations beyond their
facilities. CMS then expanded on that program with an Acute Hospital Care At

•

COVID Testing and Vaccination Pop-up Clinics
Staff can start their day at any pop-up clinic location without needing a
physical time clock to do so. That means the healthcare center doesn’t
need to install or service time clocks at multiple sites. Managers can
deploy staff to various places without worries about someone not being
able to clock in at a given location. This flexibility allows organizations to
employ automated solutions without a physical time clock.
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Home program giving eligible hospitals regulatory flexibilities to treat eligible
patients in their homes.
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Addressing concerns about
falsified time
There are significant advantages when employers use mobile software,

•

Configure the system. Workforce management software should
enable you to tailor the experience and user permissions based on
time, user location, job types, department or other organizational
specifics.

•

Limit IP addresses. While geofencing and geolocation are popular
solutions to limiting access, you may also want a system that allows
you to limit the locations where employees can use the mobile app.

especially to manage employee time. Supervisors can react immediately if
overtime issues arise. Through automation, digital time clocks save time and
effort by seamlessly transferring employee’s hourly data to payroll. Finally, time
clock apps also improve record retention, securely store data in one location
and help organizations comply with all regulations and avoid legal issues.
While managers appreciate and understand the benefits of using time clock
applications, they may also have concerns about the falsification of time
records. They want to know how they can tell if an employee is clocking in
from the beach in Hawaii, 15 minutes early as they sit in their car in the parking
lot or from the healthcare center as per schedule.
Those are valid concerns. The answers to those concerns are geofencing and
geolocation, staggered access and configuration options. Features that will
help you limit falsified time records include the ability to:

•

Varied access. Find a solution that allows you to enable all functions
from every location, functions dependant on an employee’s job, or block
access from a specific location. For example, a user may have access to
everything the app offers when they are onsite. From home, they may
only be able to view time worked and request time off. If the geolocation
is outside a specific area, you should have the option to shut off access
altogether.
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TCP’s Mobile
Solutions
We understand that organizations need a reliable, convenient way to manage

TCP’s WebClock is a web-based time clock that allows employees to

both in-person and remote staff. Using TCP’s MobileClock app or WebClock

perform clock operations and self-service actions directly from a computer,

solution, employees can perform time clock operations, check their

tablet or another device. Through this easy-to-use interface, staff can

schedules, request time off and more, making it easier for remote, hybrid and

quickly clock in and out, leave on break, change departments or tasks,

mobile workforces.

submit time-off requests and create timesheets. The customizable
dashboard widgets give staff a quick snapshot of their hours worked,

MobileClock removes the limitations of fixed time-collection devices and

messages, time-off accruals, leave requests and more. This software

gives employees the ability to clock in and out from wherever they may be.

solution is available to workers wherever they are – typically on a computer.

Added benefits of our solution include:

Some companies use the WebClock instead of regular time clocks, and
other companies offer it in addition to time clocks.

•

Streamlined delivery of app updates ensure all employees are using the
latest version of the app.

•

Ability to set different parameters for clocking in and out for salaried vs.
hourly employees or remote vs. in-person staff or prompting employees
to complete a health questionnaire before they can proceed to work.

•

Options for biometric security protection through a phone’s fingerprint
scanner to authenticate the employee’s identity.

•

Setting validation criteria, including using geolocation to ensure that an
employee is in the right place at the right time.
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Our web and mobile solutions allow employees the flexibility they need to
do their jobs and provide organizations with a sense of relief, knowing that
their time and attendance data is accurate, secure and accessible.
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Maximize the Benefits
of Your Mobile
Workforce
Mobile workforce needs aren’t going away anytime soon. In fact, they’re
only increasing. The global mobile workforce is expected to increase to
1.88 billion people in 2023, accounting for 43.3% of the overall global
workforce.
A mobile workforce is not defined merely by the type of worker. It is also
determined by the technology that enables members of this workforce to
do their jobs. This is about the data and location mobility that adds to the
“anytime, anywhere” landscape of modern work.
Today, mobile workforce management tools enable this agile workplace.
When you deploy mobile solutions, time tracking is possible from any
location. Communication is enterprise-wide and not limited to people
within a single specific healthcare center. With a mobile workforce,
information and data are streamlined across systems for greater visibility,
productivity and efficiency.
If you’re ready to maximize the benefits of a mobile workforce, let’s talk.
We’ll help you understand how you can take advantage of mobile options
to deploy the versatile solution that your staff – and your organization –
needs.
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eBook Conclusion
As employee burnout and retention are becoming bigger

supervisors and staff across all types of healthcare centers.

and bigger concerns for healthcare administrators, many

Genuine workforce management happens when all the key

have turned their attention to workforce management – the

activities required to maintain a productive workforce integrate

strategic use and planning for their human resources.

seamlessly into one package.

Today workforce management is a key organizational

Over the coming years, the idea of what it means to “work”

process that includes all the activities required to maintain

will continue to shift and change dramatically. Organizations

a productive workforce. Workforce management involves

can prepare for those shifts by implementing tools and

supervising mobile and remote staff, scheduling employees

technology to engage and supervise employees. Enabled by

and administering leave, make business decisions based

effective systems, it’s possible for companies to manage their

on labor tracking and deploying document management

workforce in a way that empowers everyone to deliver the best

solutions to avoid risk.

patient care.

Thanks to technology, this long list of workforce
management tasks can now be handled through tools
and software that support administrators, front-line
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Thanks for reading
“Everything You Need to
Know About Workforce
Management for Healthcare.”
Interested in learning more about how TCP’s
solutions can help you better manage your
workforce? Schedule a consultation today.
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